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Hi there, I'm Jodie!

I have worked in the early childhood and community services
profession for over 35 years so I know what it's like to be in the trenches
without the support , time and step by step guidance you need. As busy
(& underpaid!) educators we don't have time for difficult to understand
jargon or lengthy theoretical debates - you just want to meet
requirements while still having the time to do what you do best...
supporting and extending the unique learning journey of every child in
your care as they grow and discover in these very important early years.

And that is exactly why I like to do things a little bit differently to
support educators just like you - I don't believe that professional
development and the tools we use to do our jobs well need to be
complicated, out of our budget or judgmental. I believe every adult
learns differently and at a different pace and that's ok. There is nothing
wrong with going back to basics & embracing simple...so welcome to our
Empowered Ed Community... let's do this together!

I enjoy supporting early childhood
educators around the world through
my training sessions, blog posts, digital
resources and private educator
Member Hub to feel more confident 
in their role no matter their level of
experience or the area of early
learning they are currently working in!

A Little About Me

WELCOME TO 
YOUR EMPOWERED 

ED COMMUNITY!



How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

Have you ever thought about using a parent feedback survey to collect input from parents

using your early learning service but then tossed the idea into the too time consuming or
too hard basket?   

Or perhaps you use them regularly as a way to show evidence that you are offering

opportunities for families to ‘contribute to your service’... but you don’t really do anything
with the information you collect other than file it in a folder and pull it out on an assessment
visit?   

Maybe you are already confidently using surveys and the information they provide in a

number of different ways but would like to review your process to make it more meaningful
yet less time-consuming.

No matter which stage you are at right now this article will give you the information
you need to:

 

 Confidently use online forms if you want to begin using digital
survey methods to connect with more parents.

 

Why You Need Parent Feedback Surveys

Understand why a parent survey can not only engage parents but
also help YOU as an educator or early learning service.

Use a simple Word document to create your survey using basic
formatting then print and distribute.
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

 Decide on the types of question styles you will use and incorporate
strategies that will encourage the most parent feedback.

 Understand the challenges and limitations of surveys.

 Confidently use the information you receive back and decide how to
use it for future planning, quality improvement and goal setting.

 

Not sure where to start? Let’s go through this together step by step... I promise not to have you
running for the chocolate so stick with me Empowered Ed!

Using Parent Feedback Surveys for Early
Childhood Services

Collecting data from families using your service can seem daunting but it’s important to
remember that you are not just ticking off a box because the Early Years Learning Framework
(EYLF Australia) asks you to. 

You also want to use the information you collect to inform your ongoing quality improvement
and service delivery. There are, however, many other ways that using parent feedback
surveys can be useful to educators and early years services that you might not have thought
about - I’ve listed just a few for you below to help you think outside the ‘outcome’ box a little.

Identify different ways and possibilities for sharing your survey findings
with parents...and why you MUST do this!
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

Family Feedback Surveys: 
 Are an easy way for parents and carers to engage and offer feed back
quickly.

 Identify areas that may need improvement or you (or team members)
are doing well.

 Show evidence of parent feedback, involvement and how they
contribute to your service.

 Help to guide forward planning and overall service strategic planning.

 Help to identify and budget for resources that are needed.

 Can build educator confidence and motivation.

 Highlight possible future training needs and skill gaps.

 Provide an opportunity for parents to contribute to their child's early
learning, environments and care relationships.

 Provide real and meaningful insights and identify emerging patterns
and areas need ing attention - especially if an option to remain
anonymous when completing the survey exists.

 Can be used to target specific environment, planning, communication
and learning needs.

 Provide an opportunity for services and educators to reflect and
reassess various aspects of their senior delivery including
communication, environments, programs, processes, policies,
structure, extra activities and experiences offered and more. This
information can then inform forward planning, quality improvements
plans and future goals.

 Can help services to budget more effectively in their strategic planning.

 Support future funding proposals especially useful for NGO,
community or council based services
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

Possible Challenges When Using Parent
Feedback Surveys in Early Years Settings

 Collecting data from parents who speak languages other than English can
be challenging.

 Collecting a younger child’s feedback and voices via a survey may not be
appropriate (although I often use a few simple questions the parent can
ask their child then record the answers for them e.g "What don’t you like
about going to ______” and “What is the best thing about going to_____” ).

 Parents are busy people - they will lose the notes, not read reminders and
accidentally delete emails with your survey link before reading them -
your survey is most probably NOT going to be their priority at the end of a
busy day….or just simply forgotten (some tips for dealing with this further in
the article)

 They might be wary of speaking truthfully and causing confrontation or
ultimately losing their child’s place.

 Don't want to provide personal information (and this can be a relevant
concern for many family cultures).

 How to involve parents in the ‘before steps’ before you release the survey
like the design to use and how you will distribute it, then again after the
survey closes when analysing and figuring out how to share and explain
the survey results to families.

You now know WHY & HOW feedback surveys can be useful and are aware of some of the
challenges you might need to overcome, but how can you just get on with it and get that
parent feedback rolling in?   

I’ve put together a step by step process you can follow…. or modify to create your own process
better suited to your unique early learning setting and community.
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

5 Simple Steps to Using Parent Feedback
Surveys

1.  Define the questions you want to use - what

do you want to find out and what types of
questions will you use in your survey?

2.  Decide on the format or tools you will use to

create and deliver your surveys and how to
keep track of whether all families have received
a notification via their preferred communication
system (I’ll tell you why just offering one option
is never going to work when surveying parents
shortly!)

3. Ensure you have a process in place to collect

answers as they come in. Are you collecting
them by hand, email, asking parents to drop
them into a box or envelope you provide or via
digital responses? Who will collect answers
from the different streams you are using. 

Where will they be stored? How will you
communicate a closing date to parents? Do you
have a reminder strategy in place to help you
receive the most responses possible?
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

4. Know beforehand how you will analyse the informationand feedback you receive - will you

budget to get some outside support to do the sorting and collating of data to make it more
user-friendly and save you time or do you plan to analyse the information yourself? Is there
someone in your service or team who could help or collaborate with you on this? Will you
use a spreadsheet, simple word document or pad and paper to show the initial information
collected?

5.   and the actions and goals that have

evolved from this survey with both staff and families. What methods will you use to share the
information so everyone has the opportunity to engage?

When can Educators use Parent Feedback
Surveys?

There are no rules here - all I will say is that you want to first think about your WHY first - what
do you want to know and when would make the most sense for you to collect this information.
You will be using other family communication tools and strategies (hopefully!!) so you 
want to be mindful of not overwhelming parents with forms and feedback requests or it will

just become background noise and you won’t receive the valuable information sharing you are
looking for.

Decide how you want to share what you have learnt
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

 Halfway through the year

 End of the year

 6- 8 weeks after new child enrolment. I sometimes incorporate this
strategy into a ‘new child’ orientation process (for the specific room in
long daycare or the service if Family Daycare)

 You can find a digital kit with orientation form and reflection templates in
my resource shop here if this is something you would like to use as well. 

What Tools & Delivery Methods to Use for
Parent Feedback Surveys?

Hard copy or digital?It can be difficult to know what will work best for a service and their

family community so I suggest trying both methods for the first few times then make a
decision on what method regularly gives you the most valuable feedback to analyse.   

However, for most early childhood services I recommend offering both options to parents

especially if you are aware that not all of your parents have consistent access to the internet
or digital devices.   

Also consider introducing an option that allows the use of a more visual format if the service

has a high number of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) families or you want to
engage with and provide survey options for younger children (3- 6 yrs).

I like to use parent feedback surveys at these 3 stages of the year:
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

If you want to save yourself some valuable time then it can be very useful to set up and
deliver a simple parent surveyvia online forms and tools. They are very easy to use and

the free versions are all most services and educators will need so it’s a budget-friendly
option too!

3 of the easiest digital tools to use online at the
moment are:

1. 

2. Google Forms
3. TypeForms

Survey Monkey (my fav!)
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

- Why do you want to do this survey online?   

- What questions will you use?   

- What information are you seeking?   

- What types of question formats are available in the tool you are using?   

- How long do you want your survey to take to complete online?   

- Will your digital survey form or tool be available to complete on phones and other
devices?   

- How will you share the survey link with families?

- How will you share the survey link with families?   

- How many reminders will you send out?   

- How will you close the survey?   

- How will you access the information gathered?   

- What online tool suits your parents? Also your service model? (the best or fancier isn’t
always better here!)   

- Will you also offer the same survey questions in a hard copy format?   

- What your level of confidence and knowledge is in terms of the tool you want to use.

If you set up and deliver your parent survey online it will save you time and 
stress if you decide the following before you begin:
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

Not yet a member? Join us here!

If you do prefer to work with hard copies or want to add it in as an additional way that parents
can access your survey (which I recommend you do!) then you might want to try one of the
following...

3 of the easiest hard copy tools you can use are:

1. Word Document   
2. Powerpoint or Publisher Design/Document   
3, PDF Document

Just type your questions in, do some simple formatting and perhaps add in some images to
make it more appealing then print ready to hand out or alternatively you could also email to
parents (Word or PDF docs) or add to newsletters.

If you are currently a Subscriber to my Empowered Ed Member Hub and want a step by
step guide to setting up your survey using SurveyMonkey you will find a simple walk-
through video in your toolbox training section. 

TheEmpoweredEducatorOnline.com
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

1. How you will write and format the information - Word document, Powerpoint, another
document editor?  

2. Do you have the means to print out and distribute a large number of copies?   

3. How will you safely and confidentially store the hard copy feedback forms?   

4. How do you plan to collect and collate replies? 

5. Who will coordinate this task?   

6. How will you analyse the information you collect? 

7. Are you confident in doing this or will you need to seek some additional support?   

8. What questions will you use on your form?   

9. What information are you trying to find out with this survey?   

10. What types of question formats will you use and how many of each?   

11. How will you convert your form to a PDF format so you can easily email through to parents or
attach to digital newsletters instead of printing?   

12. How long does your survey need to be?   

13. How many questions will you use?

If you are not sure how to complete the steps and create your first online or hard copy survey
form or just don't have the time to create a survey form from scratch you can use my
editable survey templates inside Member Hub. Just modify questions to suit your own service

type and community then save, print or email!

If you choose to use one of the hard copy options you will want to 
consider the following:
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

It is a good idea to include 
 in your survey to

give you the best chance of collecting useful
feedback.   

Why? Because you will find that some people
only have time to check a box, others find
multiple choice questions with their variety of
answers easy to complete and others enjoy
writing down more comprehensive answers
and feedback to answer open-ended
questions.   

So your parent feedback survey could include
any of the following 'types' of question
formats. It's up to you to decide how many of
each type to use within your survey.

- Open-ended   
- Multiple Choice   
- Checklists   
- Rating scale
- Order ranking
- Choose an image or emoji   
- Dropdown answer choices.   

- Star ratings   
- Simple comment box for open-ended feedback
- Drawing boxes (for children)

What types of questions work best for parent surveys and help you 
to collect meaningful information you can use moving forward?

a variety of question types
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

How Long Should a Feedback Survey Ideally
Take for Parents to Complete?

You don't want them just 'speeding' through your survey to get it done and marked off their ‘to
do' list.   

Your aim should be to receive meaningful and reliable answers to your questions. In my
experience, people tend to take more time answering questions on a shorter survey when
compared to a longer survey - but this isn't always the case so why not test drive a few options
first?   

In general though, we know as educators that it can be difficult to hold a busy parent's
attention for long, so when creating surveys I suggest aiming for people to be able to
complete them (without rushing) in under 5 minutes - This usually relates to using 10-12

questions at most using a mix of open-ended question boxes, multiple-choice and ranking
questions.

I show you how to set up many of the options above in the Survey Monkey 
tutorial video inside The Empowered Educator Member Hub.

The more questions you ask, the less time your respondents will often spend on the 
answering part so keep it brief!
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

1.  to help encourage parent participation and answer questions.   

2. Keep it  to read!   

3. Send an email notification (or note home in child’s bag) telling parents you will be

sending out a survey soon.   

4. Explain what the  and HOW their input will be valuable to both the

service and their own child’s learning.   

5. Describe how you plan to use and share the feedback gathered.   

6. Consider offering an option to remain anonymous so parents and carers feel more
secure answering.   

7. Show a progress bar  on digital versions. 

8. Send out 1 or 2 reminders before the survey closing date.   

9. Don't ask questions you already have answers to ‘just to show evidence’.  

10. Don't use terms and framework 'jargon' that parents can't understand or may find
frustrating.   

11. Try not to include too many open-ended questions or the survey will become
tiresome and time-consuming.   

12. Consider offering an incentive to participate like going into the draw for a raffle prize
or similar.   

20 Strategies That Will Increase Response 
Rates to Parent Feedback Surveys

If you are a Member Hub subscriber you can download these 20 strategies as a cheat 
sheet on your 'Planning Templates' page for easy future reference and reflection. 
Look for the image below inside your Member Hub!

Assign a parent liaison

short and easy

goal of this survey
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How to Create & Use Family Feedback Surveys

13. Create a visual and easy to read cover letter for your hard copy survey form.   

14. Express your appreciation that they are taking the time to answer. " We want to know
what you think".  

15. Give an estimate of the time it will take so they can plan ahead. "Please take 5 mins to
complete our quick survey'   

16. Don’t include mandatory ‘must answer' fields.   

17. Allow the choice to skip questions.   

18. Ensure the digital tool you use can be read easily on a mobile device and allow
responses via phones.   

19. Share your results and future goals for utilising the information.   

20. Create a separate visual version for children to complete with their parents’ help.

How Can Early Childhood Services Use The
Information Collected From Parent Surveys?

1. To better understand the opinions and perspectives of their parents.   

2. To make improvements to the learning environment.   

3. To spark discussions with parents.   

4. To improve family retention and lower vacancy rates.   

5. To highlight areas requiring improvement   

6. To provide opportunities for recognition, motivation and empowerment.
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7. To inform future planning and programming and learning outcome areas to focus more
attention on.   

8. To help plan marketing and promotion strategies - especially going into a new year.   

9. To show evidence of reflection and how educators are using this information.   

10. To identify preferences for family communication methods.   

11. To better support parents families in their parenting role.   

12. To show evidence of how your service offers parents the opportunity to be involved and
contribute to your service.   

13. To provide useful information to reflect on and add to your Quality Improvement Plan (QIP).

5 Simple Ways to Share Your Survey 
Findings with Parents 
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Some options could include:   

- Snippets of info and images in newsletters.   
- Infographic Images.   
- Face to face chats.   
- QIP Visuals   
- Display boards   
- Images with text cards for context   
- Share in emails to parents.   
- Share posts in your private family communication Facebook groups.   
- Show evidence of new resources purchased and how the survey feedback led to the
purchase.   
- Focus displays covering information received from just one of the questions or focus areas
included in the survey.   

Please don't be tempted to just send out pages and pages of text covering every single
statistic and answer analysis you have completed!

I don’t know about you but when I receive one of those I already know I am never going to find
the time to read through it all.

Why? Most likely because:
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So, what I'm trying to say in my not so subtle way is 
MAKE IT USEFUL AND MAKE IT INTERESTING to ensure parents see that the time they

spent answering the questions was well spent and they are more likely to participate again
in future surveys!   

Sharing your results is a valuable step in helping parents understand the importance of

their participation and time so don’t attempt to skip this step -
just make sure to keep the sharing simple but consistent.  

Using information taken from survey responses provides valuable opportunities for
continued improvement, growth, evidence and the strengthening of partnerships between
parents, children, educators, community and services.

Don't procrastinate on sending out a parent survey just because you haven't done one
before or you previously only received a few responses... because you now have the
strategies and tips to not only get one out quickly but also ensure it's not a waste of your
valuable time!
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You can now join other early childhood educators from

around the world in the online Empowered Ed Member

Hub! This resource not only helps you to connect, grow

and share ideas but also enables you to have 24 hour

access  to exclusive Empowered Ed training videos,

monthly program plans(done for you!), activity guides,

printables, Ebooks and the professional tips and

strategies  that you need to not only simplify and 

clarify but also to feel empowered, supported and

inspired to try new things - without the judgement,

without the jargon, without the overwhelm! 

 

Click the red button below to learn more and gain

immediate access to all resources!

NEED MORE HELP?

LET ME IN

Empowered Ed Resources
Thanks for downloading - got questions?

Contact : support@theempowerededucatoronline.com
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I hope you find this resource useful – I love creating resources to support 
educators in the important work that they do! All downloads are Copyright
protected to TheEmpoweredEducator2019 Not to be distributed, 
transferred, or shared in any form.

Hi Empowered Ed!
 

Thanks for downloading this resource for educators. If you have any questions or
would like to request permission to share anything in this resource please email
support@theempowerededucatoronline.com

Please note the following information before using...

Personal Use Only
This document is for your own personal use. You agree that you will
not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create derivative works, or publicly
display any content from my downloads (except for your own
personal, non-commercial use).

No Redistribution
This document is for your own personal use. You agree that you will
not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create derivative works, or publicly
display any content from my downloads (except for your own
personal, non-commercial use).

Clipart/Images
All images used in this printable document are my owned by me with the
appropriate licences or I have gained permission to display (for non
commercial purposes only) by the original owner. All images in this
resource are therefore copyright protected to The Empowered Educator.
They cannot be reproduced or used
in whole or part, for any reason.

You May Not
Alter or sell my files. All file are for personal use only. You 
may not use my items for sale or profit, i.e. print them off, 
laminate them and sell them to others.

Enjoy your new resource!




